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Abstract

This study investigates how accurately the interannual variability over the Indian

Ocean basin and the relationship between the Indian summer monsoon and the

El Niño Southern Oscillation (ENSO) can be simulated by different modelling

strategies. With a hierarchy of models, from an atmospherical general circula-

tion model (AGCM) forced by observed SST, to a coupled model with the ocean

component limited to the tropical Pacific and Indian Oceans, the role of heat

fluxes and of interactive coupling is analyzed. Whenever sea surface temperature

anomalies in the Indian basin are created by the coupled model, the inverse re-

lationship between the ENSO index and the Indian summer monsoon rainfall is

recovered, and it is preserved if the atmospherical model is forced by the SSTs

created by the coupled model. If the ocean model domain is limited to the Indian

Ocean, changes in the Walker circulation over the Pacific during El-Niño years

induce a decrease of rainfall over the Indian subcontinent. However the observed

correlation between the ENSO and the Indian Ocean Zonal Mode (IOZM) is

not properly modelled and the two indices are not significantly correlated, inde-

pendently on season. Whenever the ocean domain extends to the Pacific, and

ENSO can impact both the atmospheric circulation and the ocean subsurface in

the equatorial Eastern Indian Ocean, modelled precipitation patterns associated

both to ENSO and to the IOZM closely resemble the observations.
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1 Introduction

The ocean-atmosphere interannual variability over the Indian Ocean (IO) basin

received considerable attention in the last decades (see Schott and McCreary,

2001, Annamalai and Murtugudde, 2004, and Yamagata et al., 2004, for reviews

on current knowledge and a summary of open questions).

Between the factors contributing to the IO interannual variability, the El Niño

Southern Oscillation (ENSO) is a key player. Its signature in the IO sea surface

temperatures (SSTs) consists of a basin scale warming in its positive El Niño

phase and general cooling during La Niña conditions, predominantly during the

spring season (Tourre and White, 1995; Venzke et al., 2000). El Niño related wind

anomalies over the Indian basin are associated to a shift of the Walker circula-

tion, with the preferred location for deep convection moving from the west Pacific

warm pool to the central Pacific. Such a shift induces subsidence and reduced

precipitation over Indonesia and off Sumatra, and it is generally associated with

a below-normal rainfall over India (Rasmusson and Carpenter, 1983; Shukla and

Paolino, 1983; Reverdin et al., 1986; Webster and Yuang, 1992; Hastenrath et

al., 1993; Murtugudde and Busalacchi, 1999, among others). Numerous studies

have investigated, through the analysis of observational data and model outputs,

the physical processes at the base of the relationship between the Indian summer

monsoon rainfall (ISMR) and ENSO, and the difficulties associated to the mod-

elling of the observed signal (Shukla, 1987; Ropelewski and Halpert, 1987; Ju and

Slingo, 1995; Latif and Barnett, 1995; Lau and Nath, 2000; Wang et al., 2003;

Wu and Kirtman, 2004; Lau and Nath, 2004, among others). The extent of the

Himalayan/Eurasian snow cover, which affects the strength of land-sea thermal

gradient during spring and summer, has also long been considered as a modula-

tor of monsoon anomalies (e.g. Douville and Royer 1996; Webster et al., 1998;

Ferranti and Molteni, 1999; Bamzai and Marx 2000). Finally, the variability of

SSTs in the Indian Ocean plays a very important role (Shukla, 1975; Hackert and

Hastenrath, 1986; Arpe et al., 1998; Slingo and Annamalai, 2000; Lau and Nath,

2000; Li and Zhang, 2002; Molteni et al., 2003).

Recently, focus has been given to the Indian Ocean Zonal Mode (IOZM) (Saji
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et al., 1999; Webster et al., 1999), a coupled ocean-atmosphere mode of variability

considered by many as internal to the Indian Ocean dynamics. The existence of

the IOZM, and more so its independency on ENSO has been (and still is) a matter

of intense debate (Iizuka et al., 2000; Rao et al., 2000; Allan et al., 2001; Susanto

et al., 2001; Baquero-Bernal et al., 2002; Hastenrath, 2002; Saji and Yamagata,

2003; Krishnamurthy and Kirtman, 2003; Annamalai et al., 2003; Gualdi et al.,

2003; Yamagata et al., 2003; Bracco et al., 2005, Fisher et al., 2005). In its

positive phase, the IOZM is characterized by colder than average SSTs in the

south-eastern tropical Indian Ocean, with anomalously strong upwelling off the

coast of Java and Sumatra starting in late spring, and warmer anomalies in the

central and western Tropical IO during summer and fall. A common consensus

on the influence exerted by the IOZM into the ISMR has not been established so

far. It has been shown that positive IOZM events, once triggered, can modulate

the precipitation along the northern part of India and the Bay of Bengal in

boreal summer by intensifying the local meridional circulation. Low-level wind

anomalies can develop as a Rossby wave response suppressing precipitation over

the eastern Indian Ocean and enhancing the local monsoon circulation (Slingo

and Annamalai, 2000; Annamalai and Liu, 2005). Observation and modelling

studies have suggested that the IOZM influence extends to the rainfall over all

East Asia, including Japan, (Yamagata et al., 2004) and to the short rain in east

Africa in fall (Black et al., 2003; Clark et al., 2003).

In this work we investigate numerically the response of the South Asia summer

monsoon to SST variability, focusing on the low-level wind and rainfall signal

associated with ENSO and with the IOZM. Our goals are

• to improve our understanding of the physical mechanisms regulating the

ISMR;

• to find an experimental set-up able to represent at best the interannual

variability over the Indian ocean basin.

To do so, we analyze model outputs from a series of ensemble integrations of

increasing complexity, from simulations performed using an atmospheric general
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circulation model (AGCM) forced by observed SSTs, to a coupled general circu-

lation model (CGCM) of the Tropical Pacific and Indian Ocean. The multiplicity

of integrations in each ensemble improves the statistical significance of our results

and allows for evaluating the impact of atmospheric internal variability.

Most AGCMs used in the climate community are incapable of reproducing the

observed patterns associated to the ENSO-monsoon relationship whenever forced

by prescribed SST anomalies (Sperber and Palmer, 1996). Lau and Nath (2000)

pointed out that forced AGCMs may not be able to capture the air-sea coupling in

the region. According to their analysis, part of the SST anomalies may arise from

atmospheric forcing via surface heat fluxes. In the tropics, and especially over

the Indian Ocean, the atmosphere and the ocean surface are intrinsically coupled

and it is difficult to establish (and impose) the dominant forcing component. Wu

and Kirtman (2004) recently investigated this issue and found the coupling to

be essential to recover the observed out-of-phase relationship between ENSO and

the ISMR. Similar results have been reported by Wang et al. (2005).

We will show that our model is capable of reproducing the observed signal

whenever SST anomalies are generated by an interactive ocean, i.e. both in

the coupled integrations and in the case of the AGCM forced by the modeled

SSTs anomalies. We also find that whenever the ocean model domain is limited

to the Indian Ocean only, the variability associated to the IOZM is uncoupled

from ENSO. In this case, the observed ENSO-monsoon relationship can be fully

recovered only if the correlation between the two modes in the observations is

externally imposed. On the other hand, when the ocean model domain extends

to the Tropical Pacific ocean, ENSO and the IOZM appear to be correlated as in

the observations (Bracco et al., 2005). That is, the oceanic bridge between the

Indian and Pacific Oceans causes the phasing between the IOZM and ENSO to

be as in the observations.

In section 2, we describe the model, the ensembles performed in this study

and their climatology. The variability in the tropical Indo-Pacific basin for pro-

gressively increasing the level of model complexity is analyzed in Section 3. Dis-

cussions and conclusions follow in section 4.
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2 Model, Configurations and Climatology

The ICTP AGCM used in this work is described in details in Molteni (2003). It

is based on a hydrostatic spectral dynamical core (see Held and Suarez, 1994),

in the vorticity-divergence form described by Bourke (1974). The parameter-

ized processes include short- and long-wave radiation, large-scale condensation,

convection, surface fluxes of momentum, heat and moisture, and vertical diffu-

sion. Convection is represented by a mass-flux scheme that is activated where

conditional instability is present, and boundary layer fluxes are obtained by

stability-dependent bulk formulae. In this study the AGCM is configured with

8 vertical (sigma) levels and with a spectral truncation at total wavenumber 30.

Furthermore, land and ice temperature anomalies are determined by a simple

one-layer thermodynamic model. Results of multi-decadal simulations performed

with the current 8-level and a previous 7-level version of the model are discussed

in Kucharski et al. (2006) and Bracco et al. (2004), respectively.

Monthly varying SST from the HadISST dataset (Rayner et al. 2003) are

used to force the AGCM-only integrations for the period 1950-1999. We shall

present diagnostics from a series of ensembles generated by using different initial

conditions. Each set of initial conditions has been derived by applying random

perturbations in the first few time steps, followed by a spin-up integration of one

year for the AGCM runs and of 20 years for the coupled simulations.

The ocean model adopted for the coupled experiments is MICOM (the Miami

Isopycnic Coordinate Ocean Model) version 2.9 (Bleck et al. 1992), in a regional

configuration with 20 vertical levels and 1oX1o resolution in the horizontal. MI-

COM is initialized with climatological winter values from Levitus (Levitus et al.

1994). Further details on the coupling strategy can be found in Hazeleger et al.

(2003).

2.1 Experimental set-up

Motivated by the observational evidence and by previous studies, we performed

6 ensemble experiments with either the uncoupled AGCM or the (regionally)

coupled model to investigate the connection between the South Asian summer
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monsoon rainfall, the IOZM and ENSO, and the model requirements to properly

simulate it. Table 1 summarizes the numerical experiments performed, the size

of the ensembles and their characteristics.

In ENS3 the ocean model (MICOM) is confined to the tropical Indian Ocean

from 32S to 30N and from the coast of Africa to 140E. A 3o-wide zone south of

32S and east of 140E is used to blend ocean model SSTs to observed values and

subsurface quantities to Levitus monthly climatology. The model domain extends

into the Pacific Ocean to insure that the dynamics in the Indian basin is the least

affected by the blending boundary conditions. We verified the independence of

our results on the inclusion of the Western Pacific portion with a three-member

ensemble in which the ocean model domain is limited to 110E. By definition,

all members are forced by the same SSTs in the Tropical Pacific for the period

1930-1999 outside the OGCM domain. The first twenty years are discarded in

the analysis and only the 1950-1999 period is considered.

To confirm and extend the conclusions deduced from the above integrations,

in section 4 we consider three runs, each 150 years long, with prescribed clima-

tological SSTs except in the Tropical Indian and Pacific Ocean (32S-30N), where

MICOM is coupled to the ICTP AGCM (ENS5). Also in this case a 3o-wide

zone blend the ocean model to climatology. In these integrations, we impose a

correction on the SST field forcing the atmosphere (SSTA) with the form

SSTA = SSTcl + α[SSTO− < SSTO >], (1)

where α grows linearly from 0 to 1 during a 20 year spin-up period. 1 Here,

SSTcl represent the observed monthly climatology, SSTO the ocean model SSTs,

and < SSTO > the ocean model monthly climatology. While the AGCM uses

heat, moisture and momentum fluxes computed from the corrected SST, fluxes

passed to the ocean model are computed with respect to the uncorrected SST

field simulated by MICOM. By preventing the occurrence of positive feedbacks

amplifying the climate drift of the coupled system, such a correction reduces

significantly the SST bias in the equatorial Pacific which occurs in the uncorrected

version of model in the same configuration, and allows the simulation a realistic

1In our analysis we discarded the spin-up period and the first 30 years of integration.
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ENSO cycle. Again, SSTs from ENS5 are used to force the ICTP AGCM in the

last ensemble (ENS6). 2

The SST ocean model error in the south Asian monsoon season (from June

to September, JJAS), defined as < SSTO > −SSTcl, is shown in Fig. 1 for the

ENS3 and ENS5 ensembles. In Fig. 2 the model annual-mean vertical section

of temperature in the Indian basin at the Equator is presented for the coupled

ensembles. In both configurations the model is able to properly represent the

observed tilting of the ocean thermocline in the Indian basin. The overall struc-

ture of the equatorial thermocline is realistic: In ENS3 is in good agreement with

Simple Ocean Data Assimilation products (Carton et al., 2000), while in ENS5

is shallower than observed particularly in the Eastern tropical Indian Ocean.

2.2 The climatology over the Indian Ocean

Before investigating the interannual variability in the various ensembles, it is use-

ful to describe how different configurations are able to reproduce the main fea-

tures of the climatology during the Indian monsoon summer season, from June to

September (JJAS). We focus on the patterns of 925hPa winds and precipitation,

shown in Fig. 3. 3 The top-left panels show the observed precipitation climatol-

ogy from the CMAP (Climate Prediction Center Merged Analysis Precipitation;

Xie and Arkin, 1997) dataset. CMAP data, derived from satellite observations,

are considered more reliable than reanalysis estimates, but are available only

from 1979. Here we use the period 1979-2002; no significant changes are found

when only the first 20 years are considered. On the top right, the wind climatol-

ogy from NCEP reanalysis (Kalnay et al., 1996) at 925hPa is calculated for the

1950-1999 period in boreal summer.

Fig. 3 also shows the climatology for the AGCM forced by observed SSTs

(ENS1, panels c-d), for the AGCM with a mixed-layer model in the Indian Ocean

(ENS2, panels e-f), for the coupled circulation model, with MICOM integrated

in the IO basin (ENS3, panels g-h) and for the AGCM forced in the IO by the

2The comparisons between ENS3 and ENS4, and between ENS5 and ENS6 allow us to draw

the same conclusions. In the following we will concentrate on ENS4, without repeating figures

and discussion for ENS6.
3The AGCM performance is comparable at different levels in the lower troposphere, and the

analysis of 850hPa winds provides analogous results.
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SSTs of the coupled runs (ENS4, panels i-j). The overall features of the observed

climatology are reproduced by all ensembles, but significant differences emerge

between the various runs. ENS1 tends to underestimate the strength of the mon-

soon winds, producing a weaker than observed Somali jet and weak westerlies

from the ocean into the Indian subcontinent. The AGCM overestimates precip-

itation over the warm SSTs of the equatorial ocean, while the Indian peninsula

is dryer than observed. Over the Bay of Bengal, one rainfall maximum occurs

to the south of the observed signal, while another stronger peak is located over

Bangladesh and on the foothills of the Tibetan Plateau (whose topography is

poorly resolved in the model due to the coarse horizontal resolution). The use of

a mixed layer ocean (ENS2) does not change substantially the modelled clima-

tology.

In ENS3, on the other hand, the winds associated with the monsoon circula-

tion are stronger, and carry moisture into the regions of the Indian subcontinent

and in the Bay of Bengal. A weak rain maximum upstream of the Western Ghats

is also simulated. Less rain falls over the ocean, and the overall precipitation

pattern is in better agreement with the observed one. The meridional winds in

the vicinity of the Philippine Islands improve and bear a close resemblance to

reanalysis.

The summer climatology for ENS4 is very close to that of ENS3, with analo-

gous precipitation patterns, only slightly stronger in intensity.

Changes between ENS1-2 and ENS3-4 are likely to be related to differences

in the SST climatology, despite the error of the coupled model in the IO is small

and limited to a cooling close to the African coast during JJAS (Fig 1a). Such a

cooling is associated to stronger meridional winds off Somalia and to a shallower

than observed thermocline in proximity of the African coast, with the consequent

upwelling of cooler than observed waters at the surface.

Whenever the fall season (from October to December) is considered (not

shown) ENS2 and ENS4 display patterns almost identical to ENS1 and ENS3

respectively. Again AGCM-only runs underestimate the strength of the westerlies

winds that bring moisture from the ocean into the Asian land regions. ENS3 and
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ENS4 overestimate the total amount of precipitation, but display a more realistic

pattern for both winds and rain. In the coupled runs the SST climatology in

OND is in better agreement with the HadISST data.

The comparison between observed and modelled climatology has been ex-

tended to other quantities, such as velocity potential and winds at different levels.

Overall all diagnostics show that, in our model, the introduction of a thermody-

namic mixed-layer ocean in the IO basin does not alter the climatology of the

ENS1 ensemble, forced by HadISST fields. On the other hand, if the AGCM is

forced by the SSTs produced by the dynamical coupled model (ENS4), patterns

found in the coupled runs (ENS3) are very well preserved during all seasons.

Differences are limited to the intensity of the signal, usually slightly stronger

over the ocean in ENS4 compared to the ENS3 case, where the interactive ocean

damps part of the internal variability of the atmospheric system.

In ENS5 the AGCM is coupled to MICOM over the tropical Indo-Pacific as

described in the previous section and forced by climatological SSTs outside the

ocean model domain, while in ENS6 the AGCM is forced by the SSTs of ENS5.

The resulting climatology in both ENS5 and ENS6 for winds and precipitation

(not shown) is similar to the one of ENS1, with stronger than observed rainfall

over the ocean, south of the Indian peninsula. We will show later in the paper

that the variability associated with ENSO, on the other hand, differs significantly

in ENS5/ENS6 compared to ENS1.

3 The interannual variability

3.1 In the observations

The interannual variability in the Indian Ocean SSTs is relatively weak, when

compared to the one of the Pacific, dominated by the ENSO signal (see for ex-

ample McPhaden, 1999), and is influenced by several factor, as discussed briefly

in the introduction. In the following, we will concentrate on the variability asso-

ciated with ENSO and the IOZM in the Indian monsoon season. Anomalies of

various fields associated with different SST indices will be diagnosed by comput-

ing regression maps of field anomalies onto such indices, scaled in such a way to
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represent anomalies corresponding to one standard deviation of the selected SST

index.

The left panels in Fig. 4 show the regression maps onto the Niño-3.4 index

(SSTA averaged over the Pacific Ocean region 170o-120oW, 5oS-5oN) for the

HadISST data set (4a) and the NCEP precipitation and 925hPa winds data

(4c) over the Indian basin, computed over the period 1950-1999 in JJAS. At the

bottom (4e) the regressions are calculated using CMAP precipitation data for the

period 1979-2002 and NCEP winds for the same time interval. The SSTA patterns

display a warming in the west of the Indian basin, stronger in the Arabian sea,

and a cooling in the Indonesian Throughflow region and off Java, extending north

in the IO towards Sumatra.

There are significant differences between the NCEP and CMAP precipitation

patters. In the NCEP dataset an increase of precipitation characterizes the sub-

tropical West Pacific in the monsoon season. Such a pattern is almost absent in

the CMAP dataset. NCEP, on the other hand, shows a decrease of rainfall over

the Indian subcontinent in association with El Niño events, in better agreement

with the gridded monthly precipitation data from New et al. (1999), obtained

from land stations and analyzed by Mason and Goddard (2001) for the period

1951-1952/1995-1996. CMAP data, based on both ground records and satellite

measurements, are probably more reliable, but limited to the post-1976 period.

It has been shown that the inverse ’traditional’ relationship between ENSO and

the Indian summer monsoon, i.e. below normal monsoon rainfall associated to El

Niño events, underwent a weakening in the post-1976 period (Krishna-Kumar et

al., 1999; Kinter et al., 2002; Annamalai and Liu, 2005). In JJAS CMAP displays

a larger decrease of rainfall over Indonesia, Java, Sumatra, Malaysia and the West

Pacific, in agreement with land station data (Mason and Goddard, 2001).

An index, defined as the difference of area-averaged SST monthly anomalies

(SSTAs) in the western tropical IO (WTIO) (50o-70oE, 10oS-10oN) and in the

south-eastern tropical IO (SETIO) (90o-100oE, 10oS-0o), has been used in the lit-

erature to measure the surface variability internal to the Indian basin associated

with the IOZM (Saji et al., 1999). Regression maps onto the IOZM index (right
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panels in Fig. 4) show that in all fields the patterns induced by ENSO and by

the IOZM are related, as the latter resemble the former with stronger amplitude.

The time-series of Niño-3.4 and the IOZM are indeed correlated in the HadISST

dataset with coefficient r = 0.32 if all months are considered, rJJAS = 0.57 if the

analysis is limited to monsoon season (see Fig. 9a). The high correlation, which

increases to rSON = 0.62 in boreal fall as noticed by Xie et al. (2002), the fact

that several IOZM events are identified by significant SSTAs only on one side of

the basin (Annamalai et al., 2003), and the absence of appreciable thermocline

feedback in WTIO (Feng and Meyers, 2003) are the main ingredients for the in-

terpretation of the IOZM as a forced mode of variability. On the other hand, both

models and observations show that subsurface oceanic processes are important in

SETIO during strong IOZM episodes, leading to the interpretation of the IOZM

as a weak mode of variability, internal to the IO dynamics (Murtugudde et al.,

2000; Rao et al., 2002; Gualdi et al., 2003; Saji and Yamagata, 2003; Bracco et

al., 2005).

Undoubtedly, local and forced variability in the Indian Ocean is co-occurring,

and a simple regression analysis (or Empirical Orthogonal Function analysis, as

in Baquero-Bernal et al., 2002) may only portray a mixture of responses. The

goal of this work is not, however, to distinguish between different contributions,

but to see under which modelling conditions those inter-related responses can be

properly simulated.

3.2 ENS1: The atmospheric teleconnections in the ICTP AGCM

In the AGCM-only ensemble, regression patterns with both Niño-3.4 (Fig. 5a)

and the IOZM indices (Fig. 5b) display similar features. As in the case of other

AGCMs, (see e.g. Wu and Kirtman 2004), the observed out-of-phase relationship

between ENSO and Indian summer monsoon reverses, with a tendency towards

increase rainfall over North India and the adjacent seas during the warm ENSO

phase particularly during June and July. This is associated with a westerly

wind anomaly blowing over the Arabian Sea during the monsoon season that

brings moisture into the continent, opposite to the observations. In the AGCM,
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warm ENSO events induce an increase in rainfall that, from the subtropical West

Pacific, protrudes into the IO basin as a zonally elongated pattern, surrounded

at higher and lower latitudes by regions with below-normal precipitation. As

in the observations, drought conditions are particularly intense over Indonesia,

and Sumatra. However, the model overestimates the cross-equatorial flow over

the eastern IO, which brings moisture-rich air from the coast of Sumatra to the

convergence areas over the Indochina peninsula and the West Pacific.

A better agreement between modelled and observed patterns can be found

in the IOZM regressions, where the east-west difference in precipitation in the

regions just south of the Equator is correctly simulated. In the northern sub-

tropical regions, the simulated rainfall anomalies resemble the NCEP data more

closely than the CMAP ones (as for the ENSO teleconnections). Note that, in

both model and NCEP data, the signal is slightly negative over southern India

contrary to CMAP and land station data (for land station data see Mason and

Goddard, 2001).

The maps in Fig. 5 show regressions averaged over all the ensemble mem-

bers. Although in individual years the internal variability of seasonal anomalies

is rather large, 50-year regressions show similar tendencies among all members

of the ensemble. Specifically, in association with El Niño conditions, no member

displays the correct tendency of a wind anomaly opposing the summer monsoon

circulation, nor a weakening of the ISMR.

3.3 ENS2: The thermodynamic mixed-layer and the role of the

heat-fluxes

As pointed out by Lau and Nath (2000, 2003) and confirmed by the series of

numerical experiments performed by Wu and Kirtman (2004), heat fluxes play a

key role in the Indian Ocean. SST-forced AGCM simulations may fail in repre-

senting the air-sea coupling in the IO basin, and more generally in the tropical

warm-pool region, since here SST anomalies originated by surface heat fluxes

cannot be assumed as a driver of the atmospheric variability. In our second en-

semble, a simple thermodynamics mixed-layer ocean model is implemented in the

IO basin, from 35S to 30N and from the coast of Africa to 140E. The depth of
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the mixed-layer is constant both in time and space and fixed to either 30 or 50

meters. In the following we will present results from the former ensemble. In

summer and fall we did not find any significant dependency on the depth, but

the observed SST warming anomaly associated to El Niño in spring (March-May)

(e.g. Annamalai et al., 2003) is better simulated with a shallower mixed-layer,

with a realistic pattern in the western and south parts of the basin and easterlies

crossing the IO from Sumatra (see Fig. 6). Easterly winds, however, extend too

far east to the coast of Africa when compared to NCEP reanalysis. This confirms

the fundamental role played by the atmospheric teleconnections in spring.

Regressions with the Niño-3.4 index in JJAS are presented in Fig. 7. The

northern and western part of the basin are characterized by a cold SST anomaly,

a feature not present in the observations. This is due to a combination of reduced

surface solar radiation and increased evaporation, which in turn results from the

erroneous intensification of the near-surface westerly winds over the Arabian sea

and India. However, the induced SST cooling tends to compensate the original

errors noted in ENS1 over such regions, by reducing or suppressing convective

activity (see the Appendix for a detailed description of the role played by evapo-

ration and solar radiation in the various integrations). Our results broadly agree

with the recent work by Shinoda et al. (2004), in which the authors analyzed the

role of heat flux anomalies induced by variability in the Pacific over the Indian

Ocean with a similar set-up, using the GFDL AGCM coupled to a more sophis-

ticated mixed-layer model. In agreement with reanalysis data, they found that

the net surface heat fluxes induced by El-Niño in the Western Indian Ocean and

Arabian Sea during the monsoon season act to cool the sea surface temperatures.

Ocean dynamics is therefore responsible for the warming of the Western IO (see

Fig. 4a), as first suggested by Murtugudde and Busalacchi (1999).

The regression patterns for precipitation are closer to the observed signal.

The negative anomaly extending westwards from Indonesia bends towards the

Indian peninsula, reaching the subcontinent in 5 members out of 10 in JJAS and

southern India in the ensemble mean. On the other hand, upwelling-favorable

wind anomalies off Sumatra are absent during the monsoon season and the error
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extents into the fall.

In this ensemble the definition of a IOZM index is mostly irrelevant. Here,

the SST variability is only due to heat fluxes, while the zonal mode in the ob-

servations has a clear dynamical component, being characterized by upwelling

and downwelling off Sumatra and Java, with surface and subsurface Kelvin and

Rossby waves connecting SETIO and WTIO regions. Interestingly, the SST re-

gression map with a non-realistic IOZM index, defined only on anomalies gener-

ated by heat fluxes, is associated to a La-Niña-like SST pattern in the Pacific (not

shown). This suggests that heat-flux anomalies induced by atmospheric telecon-

nections cannot account for the positive correlation between the observed IOZM

and ENSO indices.

3.4 ENS3: The OGCM in the Indian Ocean and role of IO dy-

namics

When a dynamical ocean model is coupled to the ICTP AGCM in the Indian

basin, results change quite substantially. In ENS3 surface heat fluxes and SSTs

are consistent, and the ocean can adjust locally to changes in the evaporation;

in addition, upwelling/downwelling events induced by wind anomalies are repre-

sented.

As in the case of the models used by Wu and Kirtman in two separate studies

(Wu and Kirtman, 2004, 2005), the observed inverse ISMR-ENSO relationship

is properly simulated, as shown by the rainfall regression pattern in Fig. 8c.

The anticorrelation between the El-Niño index and the Indian monsoon rainfall

(defined as the rainfall anomaly averaged over land points in the region 70E-

95E, 10N-30N) is −0.58 in the model ensemble and −0.6 in the gridded monthly

precipitation data obtained from land stations (New et al., 1999). As already

noted by Wu and Kirtman (2005), the improvement is related to a local negative

feedback that leads to a weakening of the SST forced atmospheric response in

the coupled simulations. Further discussion of this mechanism is presented in the

Appendix.

On the other hand, the ENSO signature on the SST regression pattern (Fig.

8a) is much weaker than in the observations, in contrast with results for spring
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(not shown), when more realistic amplitude and spatial patterns, closely resem-

bling the ones in Fig. 6, are simulated. Similarly, ENSO-related wind anomalies

are well modelled in March-May (not shown), whereas winds regressions during

the monsoon season do not show the upwelling-driving signal off Java and Suma-

tra that characterizes the observations (Fig. 8c). In JJAS, the weak wind signal

over SETIO in the ensemble regression pattern comes from the compensation of

single-member patterns affected by substantial internal variability, and no indi-

vidual member sustains the upwelling favorable winds modelled during spring

through September.

As for the previous simulations, strong positive rainfall anomalies surround

the Indochina peninsula during El Niño events. However, in the coupled runs the

model error is reduced when compared to the SST-forced experiment because of

the sea-surface cooling induced by variation in the heat fluxes (mainly, in surface

solar radiation -see the Appendix) .

As already noticed in Bracco et al. (2005), in this ensemble the variability

associated with the IOZM index results from an independent coupled mode, in-

ternal to the Indian Ocean dynamics, and displays a clear biennial cycle. The

SST regression patterns onto the IOZM index (Fig. 8b) show a good resem-

blance to observations, at least in regions which are sufficiently distant from the

boundaries of the ocean model domain. In ENS3 ENSO and the IOZM mode

are independent from each other. The correlation between the Niño-3.4 and the

IOZM indices is non significant, with a coefficient varying between −0.12 and

0.14 when all months are considered and analogous numbers for JJAS (see Fig.

9b). Air-sea feedbacks are crucial for the development of the IOZM, as the ocean

responds locally to the winds, and remotely with the excitation of Rossby and

Kelvin waves. Thermocline anomalies in SETIO during spring precondition the

sign of the index for the following summer.

During positive IOZM events, anomalous winds strengthen the cyclonic cir-

culation over southern India and upwell cold water off Sumatra. Wind anoma-

lies south of 5oS are weaker than in the NCEP-NCAR reanalysis, and so is the

upwelling; however, the main features of the wind and rainfall regression over
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the Indian ocean, shown in Fig. 8d, are reasonably well simulated. Consistent

with the absence of significant SST anomalies in the Indonesian region (affected

by the eastern boundary conditions of the ocean model), negative precipitation

anomalies do not extend into Indonesia and are centered few degrees north of the

observed signal.

The independence of ENSO and the IOZM in ENS3 makes the regression

patterns associated with these modes more different from each other than their

observational counterparts, shown earlier in Fig. 4. If the observed correlation

between Niño and the IOZM indices is artificially imposed, most of the charac-

teristics of the observed ENSO regressions can be recovered. In Fig. 10 we show

the summer regression maps constructed as

< regN3.4new >=< regN3.4j ∗ [(1−r2

obs)(1−r2

MODj)]
1/2 +robs ∗regIOZMj >j=1,10 .

(2)

robs is the observed correlation coefficient between the IOZM and the Niño-3.4

time series in the HadISST dataset during JJAS, rMODj the modelled one for each

j-member of the ensemble, and regN3.4j and regIOZMj j-member regressions.

Patterns of SST, wind and rainfall anomalies improve significantly, despite the

tendency for a northward displacement of the signal over the Maritime continent

and excessive precipitations over South China sea and surrounding areas. Rainfall

regression closely resembles the one obtained for the NCEP reanalysis (Fig. 4c).

This result suggests that the model is able to simulate the observed patterns,

but the mechanisms connecting the Pacific and the Indian basins are not (all)

properly represented in the present configuration.

3.5 ENS4: The ICTP AGCM forced by ENS3 SSTs and the role

of interactive coupling

In ENS4 we isolate the role of interactive versus ”two-tier” coupling over the IO,

by forcing the ICTP AGCM with the sea surface temperature of ENS3. As for

the climatology, few significant differences are found in the variability patterns

of the ensemble. All regressions resemble the ones obtained for ENS3, with a

slightly stronger signal (see Fig. 11 for the regressions with the Niño-3.4 index

to be compared with Fig. 8c). Winds and rainfall anomalies have the same sign
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and location.

In most areas, evaporation anomalies have the same sign as SST anomalies

during summer. In particular, during the warm ENSO phase, they are negative

over the northern part of the Bay of Bengal, opposing the westward extension of

the positive rainfall anomalies from Indochina and the South China Sea.

Our results differ slightly from the findings of Wu and Kirtman (2004) and

Wang et al. (2005). In their simulations the interactive coupling appears to be

a necessary condition for recovering the ENSO-ISMR inverse relationship. In

our model, we need an interactive coupling to generate SST anomalies which

are consistent with the heat-fluxes generated by the AGCM. Once the ACGM is

forced by the SSTs generated by the coupled model the patterns associate with

interannual variability are preserved in the ensemble average. This suggests that

the hypothesis of Lau and Nath (2003) and Wang et al. (2005), i.e. that rainfall

over South-east Asia is not a response to the SST variability but a cause of sea

surface temperature anomalies is correct, but that different AGCMs are affected

by the interactive coupling in different ways. In this work the suppression of the

interactive coupling in ENS4 produces mainly an enhancement of the atmospheric

response. Once the SSTs and the modelled heat fluxes are consistent the effect of

the coupling is limited to a damping of the signal. In the experiments by Wu and

Kirtman (2004) and Wang et al. (2005) the internal variability of the AGCM

on sub-seasonal time-scales is such to impact the patterns of the interannual

response in the absence of the ocean damping. Models resolution and complexity

may play a key role. Notably, in the AGCM intercomparison analysis by Sperber

and Palmer (1996), it was found that few AGCMs forced by observed SSTs were

able to simulate the observed ENSO-ISMR teleconnection.

Our findings seem to indicate that the degree of internal variability in the

AGCMs response is an important factor, which varies with horizontal and vertical

resolution and with the convective closure schemes.

In interpreting the results from ENS4, it should be noticed that a faithful

reproduction of 50-year long statistics does not imply that the predictability of

interannual variations is the same in coupled and prescribed SST experiments. In
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fact, the difference in the representation of air-sea interactions between coupled

and forced runs is added to the effects of internal atmospheric variability. To

assess the relative importance of these two factors, the ENS4 ensemble has been

replicated using slightly different initial conditions for the model atmosphere. We

shall refer to this additional ensemble as ENS4b (note that in ENS4, as well as

in ENS4b, each member is forced with the SST of one single member of ENS3,

which differ from other members over the Indian Ocean). Now the seasonal-

mean anomalies from the 10 ENS4 runs (each including 50 years) can be used as

predictors of the corresponding anomalies, i.e. associated with the same SST, in

both ENS4b and ENS3. In the former case, the reproducibility is only affected by

the internal atmospheric variability, while in the latter both internal variability

and a different representation of air-sea interactions play a role.

Fig. 12 shows scatter diagrams of JJAS rainfall anomalies averaged over the

area (75-85E, 10-25N), covering most the Indian peninsula; ENS4 anomalies (on

the x-axis) are used as ”predictors” of ENS4b anomalies (left panel) and ENS3

anomalies (right panel) for all the 500 simulated seasons (50 years times 10 IO-

SST realizations). The correlation coefficients are 0.48 for the forced-vs-forced

case, and 0.38 for the forced-vs-coupled case. As a reference, if the ENS3 rainfall

anomalies were simply regressed against the Nino3.4 index (therefore with no

information about IO SST), the (absolute) correlation would drop to 0.29.

In the hypothesis that the forced component of the modelled Indian-rainfall

variability is given by the ensemble-mean of a large ensemble with the same SST,

the correlation between anomalies from two individual experiments is equivalent

to the fraction of variance explained by the forced component. Therefore, we

can estimate that such a component accounts for 48% of the total variance in

SST-forced run. On the other hand, if we had replicated ENS4 many times and

computed the ensemble-mean of such realizations for each season and IO-SST,

such a mean would only explain 30% ( = 0.382 / 0.48) of the variance of the ENS3

Indian rainfall. We conclude that, in our experiments, the mismatch between

air-sea coupling over the IO in forced and coupled runs reduces the fraction of

”predictable” variance by almost a factor of 2. This result is obviously a model
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estimate obtained with exactly the same AGCM in both configurations; as such,

it gives an upper limit to the predictability obtainable with the so-called two-tier

approach to climate predictions, where SSTs from coupled simulations are used

to drive ensembles of AGCM runs with, for example, higher horizontal resolution.

3.6 ENS5: The role of oceanic teleconnections

In ENS5 the numerical integrations include an active ocean model also in the

Pacific, with climatological SST imposed elsewhere. The variability of the Pacific

and Indian Ocean are now connected also through the oceanic bridge, and strong

IOZM events are often associated with ENSO episodes (see also Bracco et al.,

2005). The correlations between the IOZM and ENSO indices are significant,

with very similar coefficients in all members and in 50-years long sub-sampling of

the 150-years time-series. When considering all months in the year, coefficients

are 0.44, 0.46 and 0.43 for the three members respectively; in JJAS, the average

correlation raises from 0.44 to 0.47, in close agreement with the observed value

of 0.53 (see Fig. 9c).

The modelled IOZM index is of larger amplitude than the observed, as the

SST anomalies in SETIO are often stronger than in the HadISST dataset. In the

SETIO region the SSTs are influenced by a surface barrier layer (Sprintall et al.

1992), which cannot be properly simulated by the bulk mixed-layer representation

in MICOM. Indeed, if an analogous index is constructed on the anomalies below

the surface (for example using the variability of the 20o isotherm -Z20-, a proxy

for the thermocline depth, in SETIO and WTIO) the agreement between model

and Simple Ocean Data Assimilation (SODA) reanalysis (Carton et al., 2000) is

very good (Bracco et al., 2005). The ENSO seasonal cycle and its interannual

variability is well represented in the model. El Niño episodes are, however, slightly

stronger than observed in amplitude, and warm SST anomalies extend 5-10o too

far west in the Pacific compared to the observations (Fig. 13).

The role played by the ocean bridge in the ENSO-IOZM relation, and the

influence exerted by ENSO on the ocean subsurface in SETIO has been recently

investigated by Bracco et al. (2005) and Annamalai et al. (2005).
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The presence of a realistic ocean teleconnection in ENS5 induces not only a re-

alistic ENSO-IOZM correlation, but also regression patterns in better agreement

with the observations. The variability associated with ENSO (left panels in Fig.

14) is now characterized by wind anomalies favoring upwelling in SETIO, start-

ing in late spring and intensifying through summer and autumn. In JJAS strong

positive rainfall anomalies are confined to the West Pacific and are probably as-

sociated to stronger than observed warming produced by the modelled El Niño in

this region. The extension and amplitude of SST variability is in good agreement

with HadISST data, except for the absence of warm SST anomalies below 25S.

This problem is common to other coupled models (see for example Huang and

Shukla, 2006), where the presence of a blending region and climatological SSTs

at the southern boundary prevents a proper simulation of the atmospheric tele-

connections between the Southern Indian Ocean and the Antarctic circumpolar

regions (Lau and Nath, 2004).

Good agreement with the observations is also found in the case of the IOZM

regression maps (Fig. 14, right panels). Anomalies over the Indian basin are well

positioned and of the correct sign and strength. Excess rainfall during positive

IOZM events extend to East Africa in the following season (October to Decem-

ber) (not shown), modulating the short rains (Black et al., 2003; Clark et al.,

2003). The model however reproduces only partially the observed amplitude of

the intensified local meridional circulation associated with IOZM events (Behera

et al., 1999; Annamalai et al., 2003; Annamalai and Liu (2005)), which is slightly

weaker than in the reanalysis along the western coast of the Indian subcontinent

(compare Fig. 14d with Fig.4f). As a result the model does not fully reproduce

the positive precipitation anomaly over India. The intensification of the monsoon

circulation in the model is stronger if only July and August are considered, as in

the observations. During those two months rainfall slightly increases over land.

As in the case of the ENSO regressions, warm SSTAs (and therefore deep

convection) extend too far west in the Pacific, and model winds induce a conver-

gence of moisture over the South China Sea. NCEP rainfall regressions contain

a similar signal (Fig. 4d). The CMAP dataset, on the other hand, display an
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extensive region of below-normal precipitation extending from SETIO into the

West Pacific (Fig. 4f).

In ENS6 the SSTs of ENS5 are used to force the ICTP AGCM, and the

regression patterns described above are recovered with a slightly more intense

amplitude for both wind and precipitation (not shown). The out-of-phase rela-

tionship between ENSO and the ISMR is preserved also in ENS6. The conclusions

derived for ENS4 are therefore confirmed also in presence of a realistic relation

between ENSO and IOZM.

4 Discussion and conclusions

In this study, we have compared ensemble numerical simulations of the South

Asian summer monsoon performed with a hierarchy of models, in which the in-

teractions between the atmospheric and oceanic circulations in the tropical Indo-

Pacific region are represented with increased degree of complexity. The main goal

of this comparison is to identify the ”ingredient”, in terms of coupling strategy

and spatial domain, that are needed to properly represent the relationship be-

tween SST anomalies (in both the Pacific and Indian Ocean) and anomalies in

monsoon wind and rainfall patterns.

In the first ensemble, where AGCM simulations are forced by globally pre-

scribed SST (ENS1), the absence of proper air-sea coupling leads to a clearly

incorrect simulation of the ENSO-monsoon relationship. In the second ensemble,

where a simple thermodynamic mixed-layer model is used in the tropical Indian

Ocean (ENS2), feedbacks induced by heat fluxes partially correct the deficiencies

of the SST-forced experiment, but still fail to produce the correct anomaly pat-

terns as a response to ENSO anomalies prescribed in the tropical Pacific. The

modelled rainfall response to ENSO becomes more realistic when the mixed layer

model is replaced by a dynamical ocean model in the IO (ENS3). In ENS3,

IO dynamics allows the development of internal variability associated with the

Indian Ocean zonal mode (IOZM). However, with SST still prescribed in the Pa-

cific, the Indian and Pacific basins are only connected through the atmospheric

circulation, which prevents the development of the proper relationship between
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SST variability in the two oceans. As a consequence, SST wind and rainfall

anomalies simulated in ENS3 as responses to ENSO and the IOZM fail to reflect

the observed correlation between the two phenomena. Only when the domain of

the dynamical ocean model is extended to include the tropical Pacific (ENS5),

the coupled model succeeds to simulate the correct ENSO-IOZM relationship,

through a preconditioning of sub-surface waters in the south-eastern tropical IO.

This link is reflected in the regression of monsoon wind and rainfall onto the

corresponding SST indices, one notable effect being the partial compensation of

opposite rainfall signals over the Indian subcontinent.

Our results on the importance of air-sea coupling for the proper simulation of

interannual variability in the IO region are in agreement with a number of recent

studies (e.g. Wu and Kirtman, 2004; Wang et al., 2005). However, we wish

to stress that thermodynamic effects, as represented in a mixed-layer model,

are not enough to recover the correct response to ENSO during the northern

summer and fall. This has implications, for example, in the case of dynamical

downscaling of seasonal predictions, where regional climate models may fail to

represent the proper rainfall response if a simple thermodynamic mixed layer is

used at the lower boundary. Furthermore, when the actual monsoon anomalies

are determined by the interplay between ENSO and the IOZM (such as in summer

1997), the correct simulation of their correlation is essential to estimate the ENSO

response in terms, for example, of anomalies in Indian rainfall. In this respect,

our experiments highlight the importance of the sub-surface link between the

Indian and Pacific oceans, which makes the ”recipe” for the correct simulation

of Asian monsoon variability increasingly complex. In addition to the seasonal

prediction problem mentioned above, these results should be borne in mind when

analysing the projections of future climate scenarios over the south Asian regions,

particularly when they are originated from time-slice AGCM experiments when

air-sea coupling is not properly represented.

On the other hand, regarding the usefulness of simulations with prescribed

SST, the results of the ensemble in which SST from the IO dynamical model were

prescribed to the AGCM (ENS4) are probably more positive than what reported
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in recent literature (e.g. Wang et al. 2005), as ENS4 recovered the same ENSO-

monsoon statistics displayed by ENS3. However, our results are obtained using

exactly the same AGCM at the same resolution as in the coupled system, and

therefore may not be relevant to the case of AGCM simulations forced by SST

produced by different models at coarser resolution.

In summary, although our results confirm the importance of a coupled mod-

elling strategy as the best (and probably the only appropriate) recipe for the

simulation of the interannual and interdecadal variability of the Asian monsoon,

it appears that the degree of realism obtainable with different modelling frame-

works (e.g. two-tier seasonal predictions, regional model simulations, time-slice

experiments) may be dependent on individual model characteristics, and in par-

ticular on the amount of internal, chaotic atmospheric variability affecting the

simulated monsoon flow. The fact that many AGCMs tend to over-estimate such

a component (e.g. Molteni et al. 1993) may itself be a result of the absence

of air-sea feedbacks, but may also arise from modelling deficiencies which affect

predictability estimates in a negative way. The ICTP AGCM, with its coarse res-

olution and parameterizations optimized for the simulation of climate variability,

may provide different results from models mainly developed for weather forecast-

ing. A proper analysis of the intraseasonal variability of the monsoon flow in the

ICTP model will be the subject of future investigations.
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5 Appendix

The goal of this appendix is to provide the reader with a quantitative assessment

of the modelled surface fluxes.

A detailed analysis of the surface heat fluxes in the various ensembles and a

complete understanding of the model response is beyond the goal of this work

and will require further integrations and possibly more idealized set-ups. We

think, however, that a presentation of the latent heat flux and of the surface

solar radiation will allow for a better comparison between our integrations and

results from recently published work.

In agreement with the findings of Wu and Kirtman (2004), ENS1, forced

by observed SST, is characterized by evaporation anomalies that follow surface

wind anomalies (Fig A1a) during ENSO events. In the warm phase, positive

SST anomalies in the eastern IO are associated to anomalous winds favorable to

the advection of moisture into the Indian subcontinent, absent in the reanalysis.

Correspondingly a strong peak in evaporation is centered off the Somali coast.

The surface solar radiation, on the other hand, is directly correlated with the

precipitation pattern, erroneously strong over India.

In the coupled cases (ENS3 and ENS5), latent heat flux anomalies in the

eastern part of the basin are negatively correlated with SST anomalies (panels

(c) and (g)). Such a relations is preserved when the SSTs generated by the

coupled model are used to force the ICTP AGCM (for ENS4 panels (e) and

(f); ENS6 not shown). The signal, however, has a stronger amplitude, evident

especially in the latent heat flux regression map. The comparison between panels

(c) and (e) confirms the role played by the interactive ocean model, which damps

part of atmospheric variability. Such a damping is found also in the analysis of

integrations performed with other models. The ICTP AGCM, however, differs

from other models (e.g. Wu and Kirtman, 2004; Wang et al., 2005) as it is able to

preserve the main patterns of variability whenever is forced by SSTs previously

created by the model heat fluxes.

From the analysis of the surface solar radiation variability, it appears that

cooling anomalies associated with positive ENSO events over the Indochina penin-
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sula in ENS3 are related to a decrease of surface solar radiation, associated with

the excess of precipitation produced by the model in this region. The confinement

of such anomaly over the West Pacific in ENS5, in better agreement with the ob-

servations, supports the conclusion of Wu and Kirtman (2004), who advocated

the need of a fully coupled model over the West Pacific to properly simulate the

latitudinal extension of convective precipitation in the Indo-Pacific basin.
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Table 1: List and description of the experiments discussed in the paper.
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Figure 1: Difference between observed and model SST climatology during JJAS
in a) ENS3 and b) ENS5.
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Figure 2: Annual mean vertical profile of temperature in the first 150m of the
water column in the Indian basin at the equator (averaged over 2S-2N) in a) ENS3
and b) ENS5. The region above the 20o isotherm, a proxy for the thermocline
depth, is shown in color.
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Figure 3: a) Observed climatology of JJAS rainfall over the period 1979-2002
(CMAP data) and b) of 925hPa winds over the period 1950-1999 (NCEP data).
Below the modelled climatology of boreal summer precipitation and 925hPa winds
for ENS1 (panel c-d), ENS2 (e-f), ENS3 (g-h) and ENS4 (i-j) respectively.
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Figure 3 continued
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Figure 4: Distribution of the regression coefficients vs the Nino-3.4 index (left
panels) and vs the IOZM index (right panels) of a)-b) the SST field using
HadISST data (period 1950-1999), c)-d) precipitation and 925 hPa winds us-
ing NCEP reanalysis for the second half of the 20th century, and e)-f) CMAP
data 925Pa NCEP winds over the period 1979-2002, during JJAS.
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Figure 5: ENS1. Ensemble average distribution of the regression coefficients of
the modelled rainfall and 925hPa wind fields vs Nino-3.4 (a) and vs the IOZM
(b) indices in JJAS over the period 1950-1999.
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Figure 6: ENS2. Ensemble average distribution of the regression coefficients
vs Nino-3.4 index of the modelled SST field and 925 hPa winds during spring
(MAM).
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Figure 7: ENS2. Ensemble average distribution of the regression coefficients vs
Nino-3.4 index of the modelled SST field (a) and precipitation and 925 hPa winds
(b), during JJAS.
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Figure 8: ENS3. Ensemble average distribution of the regression coefficients vs
Nino-3.4 (left panels) and IOZM (right panels) indices of the modelled SST field
(a-b) and of precipitation and 925 hPa winds (c-d) respectively, during JJAS.
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Figure 9: Scatter plot of the IOZM vs the Nino-3.4 index for each individual
JJAS season in the HadISST dataset (a), ENS3 (b), ENS5 (c).
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Figure 10: ENS3. Ensemble average distribution of the regression coefficients
of JJAS SST anomalies (a) and rainfall and 925hPa winds (b) vs the Nino-3.4
index constructed imposing the observed correlation between Nino-3.4 and IOZM
indices. See text for details.
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Figure 11: ENS4. Ensemble average distribution of the regression coefficients vs
Nino-3.4 index of the modelled precipitation and 925 hPa winds during JJAS.
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Figure 12: Scatter diagrams of JJAS rainfall anomalies averaged over the Indian
peninsula (area 75-85E, 10-25N) in ENS4 vs ENS4b (a) and ENS4 vs ENS3 (b)
for the 50 simulated seasons for each of the 10 realizations (different colors).
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Figure 13: Distribution of the regression coefficients vs the model Nino-3.4 index
in JJAS over the Pacific Ocean for (a) ENS5 (ensemble average) modelled SST
and (b) the HadISST dataset.
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Figure 14: ENS5. Ensemble average distribution of the regression coefficients vs
Nino-3.4 (left panels) and IOZM (right panels) indices of the modelled SST field
(a-b) and of precipitation and 925 hPa winds (c-d) during JJAS.
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Figure A1: Ensemble average distribution of the regression coefficients of the
modelled latent heat flux (left column) and of surface solar radiation (on the
right) vs the model Nino-3.4 index for a)-b) ENS1, c)-d ENS3, e)-f) ENS4, and
g)-h) ENS5 (in W/m−2).
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